Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Preparing for impact ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: All hands brace for impact

CSO_Gol says:
OPS: Locate all remaining crew that are on the station, drop shields, beam them aboard, and then raise the shields back up. Quickly.

FC_Triton says:
::trying to position Hayden for minimum impact damage::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Looking at shockwave.. hoping that the Hayden won't receive too much damage ::

CE_Susman says:
:: In Main Engineering, bracing with the panel ::

CMOLinard says:
::winces and braces herself against a bulkhead::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Can we go to warp or are we still too close to the station?

FC_Triton says:
CO: Impact in 15 seconds

OPSgerlag says:
::locks onto crew, drops shields, beams, raises shields::

FC_Triton says:
CO: I don't think we should warp with a damaged Nacelle....

CTO_Derek says:
CO:Should I fire at the bomb?

Host AGM_John (Transporter.wav)

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: Warp 1, Triton! Elsewhere, but here!

MO_Asimov says:
@::looking at Linard.. hope she will be alright .. feel being beam to the Hayden::

OPSgerlag says:
@<Mathews> ::watching the shockwave with Jexta::

Host AGM_John says:
Action Jexta beams aboard with crew

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Can we go to warp?

CNS_Tyler says:
::gratefully moves away from ops to let Gerlag take over, quickly moves to another station and tries to prepare for impact::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: arrive onboard the ship .. wondering why ::

FC_Triton says:
CO: Negative Sir no warp!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Maximum impulse ... we're going to have to ride it out

FC_Triton says:
ALL: Impact in 5

FC_Triton says:
::Max Impulse::

Host AGM_John says:
action shockwave hits

CE_Susman says:
Aloud: Wooooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CTO_Derek says:
::Grabs onto console boosting shields best he can::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: hold himself after anything he can found ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::gets tossed about::

OPSgerlag says:
::slams head into console::

CE_Susman says:
:: is moved through all the engineering room ::

FC_Triton says:
::making adjustments on the fly, while trying to stay in chair::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Transfer all power to the aft shields

CMOLinard says:
::clings to bulkhead and is thrown against the wall...curses silently under breath::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Looked at Linard.. feel a small shockwave.. didn't feel like the Hayden received much damage.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::Tenses as the shockwave hits and barely manages to brace herself against the console to keep from falling::

CTO_Derek says:
::Transfers power::

OPSgerlag says:
CO: Aye sir....::transfers power::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: take a look around the transporter room.. head toward the bridge.. see if he can be of any help ::

CSO_Gol1 says:
::falls to floor::

FC_Triton says:
::gets thrown against helm console::

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: Are you alright ?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Hayden is thrown several parsecs away

CE_Susman says:
:: tries to get back to his panel ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sits up::

CE_Susman says:
:: runs a systems check ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::feels the ship begin to right itself::

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: Report!

CMOLinard says:
MO: Yes I'm fine....::grins sheepishly:: I guess I over estimated that one huh?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Feel like the inertial stabilizer are having some trouble adapting to an outside force.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::tries to keep herself wedged into her seat until the ship begins to level out::

OPSgerlag says:
@<Mathews> ::watches Hayden disappear::

CE_Susman says:
*Bridge*: shields down to 50%, damage control is underway!

CNS_Tyler says:
::slowly tries to make herself relax::

FC_Triton says:
::begins to get ship under control::

CTO_Derek says:
CO:Shields and weapons fine but extra crispy

CE_Susman says:
:: tries to recover inertial damping ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Scanning...The ship has been thrown about 30 light years from our previous location.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Define "extra crispy"

MO_Asimov says:
:: Look around sickbay.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CE* Acknowledged

CTO_Derek says:
CO:Ever been to KFC?Well like that

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO:acknowledged

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: arrive on the Hayden bridge ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CE* Will we need a starbase, or can we repair the damage ourselves?

FC_Triton says:
CO: We have impulse power on-line but no warp capabilities

CMOLinard says:
::does a diagnostic of Sickbay to make sure all systems are functioning normal::

CE_Susman says:
:: activates another IDF generator. Damage Control is bypassing shield generator's relays ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::looks up to see Jexta::

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks at Jexta than to console::

MO_Asimov says:
MO: I'm gonna check the Biobed system.. ..

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over at the TAC officer... could he be the CTO? shakes her head::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: It seem that one of your crew as poor aim when it come to transport..

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Old friend, what brings you here?

CMOLinard says:
MO: Understood

CE_Susman says:
*CO*: I think I can manage it. 

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CE* Acknowledged ... keep me informed

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: Look at commbadge .. see that the name Mathews is written on it.. think that this might explain it.. ::

CE_Susman says:
*CO*: Aye aye!

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: What's your current assignment?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: can we get a fix on exactly where we are?

CNS_Tyler says:
::turns around and looks at the new arrival::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO:I've been authorize to ask your help by Starfleet Intelligence..

CMOLinard says:
:runs a check on scanning equipment and checks database::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Should we discuss this in my ready room?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>: CO: If it was possible.. I would prefer that sir..

Host CO_Wendy says:
::stands and leads the way into the RR::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Follow the CO to her ready room ::

MO_Asimov says:
::: Check Biobed.., they all seem functional ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks around::Self:Quite a few new people

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a slight imbalance is noticeable in the warp nacelles

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: You have the conn

CE_Susman says:
:: recover Inertial damping by bypassing the damaged conduits :: *FCO*: Triton, you can go into Warp anytime. -- *CO*: The Inertial damping is back. Shields will be 
ready in 20 minutes.

Host CO_Wendy says:
*EO* acknowledged

CMOLinard says:
::sees everything is functioning and resumes work ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks around the bridge then down at her shaking hands::CTO: You are all new to me

MO_Asimov says:
CMO; All the biobed look goods sir.. with your permission.. I'd like to take a look at my quarters.. see what kind of mess they are in ..

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:Well you're new to me

FC_Triton says:
CEO: Dario are you sure that the nacelles are operating correctly? I think I see something weird on my internal sensors

CMOLinard says:
::nods and smiles:: MO: Make it quick

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sits down behind desk ... waves at a chair for Jexta:: Jexta: so what's this all about?

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: Since when you see the internal sensors?..Man, you check the IDF, let tactical do the internal sensors

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I'll be back before you can sing "The Star Will Raise on Celtis III "..

CNS_Tyler says:
CTO: Lt. Tyria Tyler, I'm the new counselor

CMOLinard says:
::laughs at MO::

CTO_Derek says:
::Puts shields and weapons on standby::

CSO_Gol11 says:
FCO: Our location is 094 mark 38.

FC_Triton says:
*CEO*: A good driver always checks under the hood....

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:Well Tyler I am Lt. Derek Kurthem I'm the CTO

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: ..About 1 years ago a Starfleet Intelligence agent gathered information regarding a possible alliance between the Dominion and the Orion Syndicate..

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: That would not be good

MO_Asimov says:
:: run to his quarters.. .. see that they are in a really bad mess.. oh.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: self: Lt. Derek Kurthem, CTO... CTO: Got it.

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: The nacelles and its injectors are doing fine.. You keep an eye on the traffic.

CE_Susman says:
*FCO* Susman out.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Speaking of traffic sir...what heading should I take?

CE_Susman says:
:: checks shields modulation and check for status of the generators ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: So what does this have to do with the Hayden?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: .. We thought that if the Dominion were able to form a possible alliance with the Syndicate that they would also try to recruit other "mercenary" group.. and 
I'm afraid we were right..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: imbalance in nacelles is increasing

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:I hope my funeral isn't like Anna's

CTO_Derek says:
<No the>

MO_Asimov says:
:: See that Time is almost up.. run back to Sickbay ::

CE_Susman says:
Dammit. :: overrides warp propulsion and stops the ship ::

CMOLinard says:
*MO* Has our new Counselor been assigned yet?

CNS_Tyler says:
CTO: Is that the funeral that was taking place when the SB was attacked?

OPSgerlag says:
::looks up at CTO:: If Mathews were here he'd assault you... trust me... I know <G>

FC_Triton says:
::begins scanning for nearest Federation habitation::

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: *Engineering to Bridge*: Zaldivar, come down here.. I think you'll find it entertaining

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: I was asked by Starfleet Intelligence to infiltrate a small group of Pirate and try to find out what was the list of targets.. but it seem that I was too late..

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:Yes

CTO_Derek says:
OPS:I meant I don't want pirates to come and attack

MO_Asimov says:
:: arrive to the sickbay :: MO: ..:: taking his breath::.. I think so sir.. ::breathing ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Shall I assist CEO Dario in engineering or maintain my station?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Return us to the starbase at maximum sustainable speed.

CNS_Tyler says:
CTO: I was about to ask about that.

CMOLinard says:
::laughs:: MO: At ease doctor..you didn't have to run

Host CO_Wendy says:
So the pirates were working for the Dominion?

CMOLinard says:
MO: do you know her name yet?

CE_Susman says:
Damage control beta team: Go and check the nacelles. Something is making havoc there.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Engage.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>: CO: That's what we believe.. they were attempting to do us what we did to them about 3 months ago when we went through their lines..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: At this time maximum sustainable speed is full impulse.

MO_Asimov says:
Linard: eee.. that's a good question sir..

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: MO: I'll ask one of the bridge officers then...

FC_Triton says:
CSO: shall I plot a course anyway or wait for Engineering to finish repairs?

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Checking the Database might also be useful..

CNS_Tyler says:
CTO: Would you like to talk about it?

CE_Susman says:
:: Matter/Antimatter reaction is only at power generation mode ::

CMOLinard says:
MO: I've done that....she isn't there just yet

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Again... what does this have to do with the Hayden?

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I see.. than maybe it's time we give her a call..

CE_Susman says:
*CSO* Gol, I need Zaldivar here.. Perhaps Kurthem too

CTO_Derek says:
::Smiles::CNS:Not particularly

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Plot the course, and wait until Lt. Susman gives the OK for warp.

CMOLinard says:
MO: I agree.....

FC_Triton says:
*CEO* Sorry Lt. Susman I can't leave my post right now

CMOLinard says:
*CO* Dr. Linard here...are you busy sir?

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks around at the other officers on the bridge:: CTO: Anytime you want to talk just let me know.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: aye sir

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: .. The Hayden happened to be at the wrong place at the bad time.. at least for them.. because I need your help to reach one of their hideouts..

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO* Understood, he'll be leaving shortly.

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* I'm with someone ... what is it?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: Bring up a PADD.. and show it to the CO::

FC_Triton says:
::sets course for SB 69 engage full impulse::

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:I'll do that and probably soon

CMOLinard says:
CO: Sorry captain..I was just wondering what the name of the new counselor was

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: The PADD show a map of the Learsi Sector.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: course for SB 69 laid in, we're underway, full impulse....

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: Well.. I don't need you, then

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: As soon as your finished setting course go down to engineering and report to Lt. Susman.

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: If you're supposed to infiltrate this group, how will you explain arriving in a starship?

CNS_Tyler says:
::whispers::CTO: Who is in command of the bridge now?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::checks padd:: *CMO* Tyria Tyler

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:I don't know

CMOLinard says:
*CO*: Acknowledged..Linard out

FC_Triton says:
CSO: CEO Susman has reported that I am no longer need in engineering....

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CO: Well.. since my contact and the pirate are all dead.. infiltrating them is out of the question for now.. ::sighing ::.. but .. we have an idea where their hideout 
was..

CE_Susman says:
Damage Control, Beta: Report?!.. What do you have, guys?

CNS_Tyler says:
CTO: You don't know the CSO's name?

Jexta says:
:: still showing the PADD ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Their hideout will be deserted?

Host CO_Wendy says:
:;looks at the Padd

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Very well, continue at your post.

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:Well yea it's Gol

Jexta says:
CO: Still.. we might be able to find out valuable data about where their next target will be.. but there is one problem..

CNS_Tyler says:
::smile:: CTO: I was beginning to think you were as new as I am

CMOLinard says:
::opens a file for new counselor:: *CNS* Hello counselor....can you report to sickbay please?

Host CO_Wendy says:
*FCO* All stop ... await new orders

Jexta says:
<MO>:CMO: Sir.. if you need me.. I'll be in the lab..

FC_Triton says:
*CO* aye sir

CTO_Derek says:
CNS:Well new to this job but I have been around as TAC a while.See you later

FC_Triton says:
All: All Stop....

CNS_Tyler says:
*CMO*Yes Dr.

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: MO: acknowledged

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: With your permission, Lt. Gol, I've been asked to report to sickbay.

Jexta says:
<MO>:: heads towards Med Lab and start working on tissue sample ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: I'm still confused ... are their pirates on that hideout or is it deserted?

CSO_Gol1 says:
CNS: Yes, counselor. You are dismissed.

CE_Susman says:
<Damage Control, Beta> *CE*: Nothing, sir. Appears that the IDF didn't reach here on time. We're changing the conduits

CNS_Tyler says:
::stands and heads to the TL::CSO: Thank you, sir ::enters TL::TL: sickbay

Jexta says:
CO: We think that it might be deserted.. problem is.. we're not sure anymore.. that's why I need your help to take it by force if necessary..

CE_Susman says:
*Damage Control, Beta* Ok, I'll continue monitoring from the bridge. Susman out.

Host CO_Wendy says:
::thinks it's too bad Starfleet doesn't issue cloaks::

FC_Triton says:
::swings around to face CSO:: Danvar: I wonder what Jexta told the captain to keep us from going back?

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the TL... enters sickbay and looks around::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: I'll contact Starfleet about these new orders ... Dismissed

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at the equipment...::self: impressive

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: I'm sure well find out, Triton, soon enough.

CMOLinard says:
::sees her new arrival..and extends hand:: CNS: Welcome....I'm Dr. Kathleen Linard

Jexta says:
CO: Aye sir..

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sends a transmission to SF Headquarters::

Jexta says:
:: Wonder where he should wait in the meantime.. thought I should stop by the replicator and get a good commbadge.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::takes the CMO's hand::CMO: Thank you Dr... I'm Dr. Tyria Tyler

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to a turbolift, enters it :: TL: Deck one

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

CTO_Derek says:
Gol:Permission for a break sir?

Jexta says:
:; Put the Mathew commbadge somewhere.. wondering how Mathew must feel with his Commbadge.. and replicate a new commbadge for him ::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: CNS: it's a pleasure.....have you gotten to see much of Hayden yet?

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Yes, return in 20 minutes.

Jexta (Replicator.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a shielded comm from SF arrives...CO's eyes only

Jexta says:
:: take commbage.. and put it back.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Gets smith up and heads to quarters::

AGM_John is now known as AdmKlord.

CNS_Tyler says:
::shakes her head::CMO: a couple of corridors, the bridge and now sickbay. But, I'm sure that I'll see it all soon ::smiles::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::hears her computer beep... notices message for CO's eyes only ... opens transmission::

Jexta says:
<MO>::: peak at the new Counselor.. she does look good.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::grins widely ...:: Klord: Admiral! What a pleasant surprise!

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge, moves to the Master Situation Monitor ::

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Yes, I'm sure......it's not a big ship....easy to get used to........did you bring you're medical file with you when you came aboard?

Host AdmKlord says:
CO Wendyway: are we secure where we can talk?

CE_Susman says:
FCO: Zaldivar, can you check the status of the IDF and SIF, please??

Jexta says:
::: take a look at the bridge.. letting the memories fill in.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO* How long will repairs take?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::looks around RR:: Klord: Go ahead

Jexta says:
:: Look at the Tac console.. remember he use to work there.. that was a long time ago.. ::

Host AdmKlord says:
CO: we have been having problems with these pirates for some time...

CE_Susman says:
Gol: I'm at your back... :: grins ::.. The nacelles are ok.. Seems that the IDF didn't reach there.

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: It was supposed to have been downloaded into the ships systems before leaving the base.

FC_Triton says:
::Begins running level 4 diagnostic of IDF and SIF::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: They certainly gave us a nasty time ...

Host AdmKlord says:
CO: Jexta has been trailing them. Do you have information on their whereabouts?

CTO_Derek says:
::Enters room and lays down::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: They just attacked us and SB 69

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Good, at least we have some good news. Do we have warp capabilities?

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Jexta says he knows where their hideout is

CMOLinard says:
CNS: No it hasn't..but I'll look into that..I guess with all the confusion with the attack.....not a problem.....I'll need to run a quick physical on you any way to update the file

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: He's not sure what we'll find there, however

CE_Susman says:
Gol: Until I don't have an answer from the Damage control team.. No.. We can't enter into warp

Host AdmKlord says:
CO: I have that information. What I need to know is do you think Jexta can track them down to their base?

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Do you need any assistance?

CE_Susman says:
Gol: No, thanks for the offer

Jexta says
:::peaking over Tac :: Tac:.. I see you've changed the interface to the standard TLX type.. .. ?

FC_Triton says:
::patches results of diagnostics to CEO:: CEO: Lt here are the results of my diagnostics....

OPSgerlag says:
::looks at the CNS:: Black, no sugar please

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: I understand you had informed Lt. Zaldivar he was no longer needed.

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: He showed me a Padd with the location of their base ...::consults padd:: As long as we can figure out where we are ... we should be able to find them

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO:That's fine, I haven't had a physical in nearly a year. I have another copy of the file, but it's packed with my things. I hope they made it aboard. ::smiles::

Host AdmKlord says:
CO: Wendyway If you think you can destroy their base Jexta will be assigned to the Hayden on a temporary basis

CE_Susman says:
FCO: I got it, Zaldivar. -- Gol: Yep...

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Any chance of procuring some cloaking technology?

Host AdmKlord says:
CO: I am cutting new orders for you to seek out and destroy that base

CMOLinard says:
::snickers:: CNS: It will be a wonder if they did...now then ...just hop up here..::gestures to biobed::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: Aye

Host AdmKlord says:
<chuckles> Now Wendy.....the only cloak you will get as a velvet one

CE_Susman says:
:: reads results :: *Damage Control, Beta* Bridge to Damage control, Beta team: What do we have, gentlemen. 

Jexta says:
<TAC>:Jexta: I don't know.. this is the interface Lt. Derek use..

CNS_Tyler says:
::gets onto the biobed::CMO: They should have had enough time. I had them sent over before my last duty shift on the station

Jexta says:
Tac: Oh you mean you're not the CTO.. I'm sorry.... my mistake..

CE_Susman says:
<DG, Beta> The conduits have been changed. IDF and SIF are running well. 

Host CO_Wendy says:
Klord: ::laughs:: I'll settle for a bottle of scotch and some company if we make it back successfully

FC_Triton says:
Jexta: Its nice to see you back on the bridge Lt.

CE_Susman says:
:: reads results :: *Damage Control, Beta* Well done, guys. You won the dinner today. Go back to engineering and wait me.

Jexta says:
Triton: Thank you Triton.. it's been a while..

CMOLinard says:
::runs scanner over the CNS:: CNS: Then you shouldn't have anything to worry about....::taps tricorder::

Host AdmKlord says:
CO; Take care Wendy, this is a nasty lot....and you know I'm still responsible...never mind....Klord out

CTO_Derek says:
::Cat napping::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::closes comm link::

CNS_Tyler says:
::takes a deep breath and releases it slowly:: CMO: I hope so.

Host CO_Wendy says:
::heads to bridge::

CSO_Gol1 says:
::notices ops talking to himself:: Ops: Take a little break, but remain nearby.

CE_Susman says:
CSO/FCO: Well.. We can try to go. I'm freeing the WPS control to you, Zaldivar

Jexta says:
::; See Wendyway.. .. turn toward her ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Do we have a fix on our position yet?

Host AdmKlord says:
Action: orders come in from SFG assigning Jexta as Temp Sec Officer

FC_Triton says:
CEO: good job Dario...its too bad you're leaving

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: You're to be our new Sec officer

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: We're going after that base

Jexta says:
Wendy: Aye sir.. .. glad to be working again sir..

Jexta says:
:: goes to the Sec console behind the Captain Chair.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Glad to have you aboard

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at results so far:: CNS: Looks good....now then a little blood test......

CE_Susman says:
FCO: Yes yes... And you'll miss me.. I wonder how did I become a friend of you :: grins badly ::

FC_Triton says:
CO: aye sir Our location is 094 mark 38.

CTO_Derek says:
::Mumbles in sleep::

Jexta says:
<MO>:: starting to get tired.. ::

CSO_Gol11 says:
::notices ops talking to himself:: Ops: Take a little break, but remain nearby.

Host CO_Wendy says:
::hands padd to FCO:: Head for these coordinates, warp 8

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: Certainly. ::tries to keep her curiosity under control::

FC_Triton says:
CEO: by accident I imagine ::grins::

CE_Susman says:
CO: Sir, due to the recent orders I received from Starfleet Command, I ask you a favor, if possible.. Can you leave me on Starbase 69?

FC_Triton says:
::looks a little puzzled at new coordinates, then enters them into helm: CO: ready on your mark sir.

CMOLinard says:
::takes out hypo and gets sample.......finishes her other scans quickly:: CNS: That's all I need you for now..

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CEO* Acknowledged ... The FCO will inform you when to head to the TL

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sends memo to all senior staff to report to TR to say goodbye to Susman::

Host AdmKlord says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>


